8385 Parallel Linkage Bedder

TIME-TESTED
ORTHMAN DURABILITY
To stay out in front, you need equipment that
sets up easily, adjusts precisely to what you
need on any given day, does exactly what it
was designed to do reliably and efficiently,
and stays on the job season after season.
The 8385 has set the industry standard
with Orthman’s often-copied- but neverduplicated- design. Year after year reliability is
a trademark of the Orthman Parallel Linkage
Bedder, and is unmatched by anyone in
the industry. The heavy duty, wrap-around
parallel linkage is the product of over THREE
DECADES of high horsepower row crop
tillage experience, and provides precision
depth control in the roughest of terrain.
Superiority continues with the rotary
moldboards mounted on high strength steel
shanks that offer a smooth and consistent pull,
and create perfectly shaped beds. Precision
bed building and maintenance is an easy task
for the Orthman Parallel Linkage Bedder,
especially when built on the proven Orthman
stackfold toolbar. Available in 30” to 40”
spacings and in a multitude of configurations,
from 6 to 18 rows, the system will adapt to a
wide variety of applications.

Wrap-around parallel linkage

Heavy duty down-pressure springs

Your precision built bed starts with Othman’s time tested rugged & durable
row unit foundation. The heavy duty parallel linkage row unit operates independently of the toolbar giving you consistent depth control for precision
bed shaping in uneven field conditions.

Field conditions aren’t always optimal, and the
8385’s adjustable down pressure springs allow
you to operate in the hardest ground conditions.

THE LEADER IN STACK-FOLD TECHNOLOGY

Rugged depth-band coulter
Wrench-free depth adjustment

Wrap-around parallel linkage

Spend less time setting depth and
more time working with the quick adjusting hand crank.

Cut through the heaviest residue in your fields
while simultaneously maintaining precise furrow depth and flotation
Heavy-duty sealed bearings
Reduce your maintenance workload with Orthman’s heavy-duty sealed bearings that allow
you to conquer the toughest bedding conditions
year after year.
Adjustable scraper
Sticky soil conditions won’t affect your precision bedding operation with the adjustable scraper that keeps the depth-band
coulter clean for consistent bedding pass
after pass.

Easy depth adjustment

Rotary moldboards
Precisely shape your bed height, width and slope with the
adjustable, smooth pulling rotary moldboards - perfected
through decades of customer feedback.

Double heavy-duty sealed bearings

Orthman has always been the leader in stack-fold technology, and continues to provide the best stacking
toolbars available today. Orthman stack-fold technology is the backbone of the Parallel Linkage Bedder, and combined they give you the ability to tackle the toughest bedding conditions with confidence.
Orthman precision line-bored wide wing hinges offer increased strength and smooth folding that you can
rely on for the life of your machine. Decades of successful use in the field have proven that there is no
substitute for an Orthman. Built to handle the roughest conditions, Orthman stacking toolbars go from
road-ready to working in the field quicker than you can say, “Make mine Orthman!”

COMPATIBLE WITH THE GPS-READY TRACKER IV TM IMPLEMENT GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Stacking Bar

Folding Bar

Rigid
Bar

Orthman is well-known for durability, strength, and being in the forefront of progressive trends such as implement guidance. Designed, engineered and built to last for years of
production, the Tracker IV TM provides accurate and dependable implement guidance for any rowcrop application. When used in combination with the Parallel Linkage Bedder
you can guarantee that you have built the most precise beds possible, with the optimal foundation to produce maximum yields.

# ROWS

ROW SPACING

WEIGHT

TRANSPORT WIDTH

6

38"-40"

4,060lb

22’ 0”

8

30”

4,760lb

22’ 0”

8

38”-40”

5,060lb

28’ 0”

8

38”-40”

5,840lb

17’ 8”

12

30”

6,930lb

18’ 6”

12

36”

7,250lb

22’ 0”

12

38”

8,250lb

23’ 6”

12

40”

8,250lb

23’ 6”

16

30”

10,820lb

23’ 8”

8

38”

6,700lb

14’ 11”

8

38”-40”

6,700lb

16’ 3”

12

30”

8,180lb

19’ 6”

12

36”

8,500lb

22’ 8”
23’ 10”

12

38”

8,740lb

12

36”-38”

8,740lb

24’ 8”

12

40”

9,040lb

26’ 1”

16

30”

11,300lb

26’ 11”
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